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Case Study

Background: 
Omni Hotels & Resorts owns 60 convention and 
resort destinations in North America. It uses third-
party HR software to process payroll and administer 
benefits for its 20,000 employees. At each property, 
an HR director, HR manager and occasionally a 
hiring coordinator, serve as an HR resource for 
employees.

The Challenge: 
Acquiring new hotels and employees rapidly, Omni 
needed help with the complicated process of 
importing and exporting the payroll and benefits data 
of newly acquired employees. 

Part of that process included coding data correctly, 
enabling Omni to process payroll on time. Coding 
initiatives are complex, involving the identification of 
resources, project planning, and the assignment of 
programmers and coders. 

“It’s typically a long, drawn-out process,” said Omni 
Benefits Director Julie Ma.

To further complicate the situation, Ma had only six 
weeks to integrate the payroll and benefits data 
of 6,000 new employees following another Omni 
acquisition. When she contacted the software 
provider for help with the tight time line, they referred 
her to ihouse. 

The Result: 
After some delays with the acquisition and 
preparation of the new employee data, ihouse only 
had a couple of days to complete the complicated 
import before the deadline expired. For ihouse, that 
was plenty of time.

ihouse built a solution that quickly and smoothly 
imported the data into Omni’s platform, saving 
the company from manual entering thousands of 
transaction codes. 

“They didn’t even blink,” Ma said. “And we were 
pretty sure this transition wasn’t humanly possible!”

A Second Challenge: 
Omni decided to lean on ihouse again for an 
even bigger project—updating the company’s 
paper-based HR processes. Historically, employees 
typed their enrollment information manually on an 
office computer. After Omni outsourced benefits 
administration and had access to a paperless 
enrollment portal, integration with existing employee 
data created a challenge. Again, ihouse came to the 
rescue. 

“The ihouse team stayed with me for three or four 
long days—we’re talking about 12-14 hour days—
working after hours to get the system prepped and 
cleaned to pull every single code over.”

The data wasn’t ready for the ihouse team until the 
holidays—and the ihouse team worked right through.
“During the long project, ihouse displayed technical 
expertise, a keen knowledge of HR processes and 
laser-focused dedication.”

“Our system has complicated steps, so we were met 
with challenges. They tried different methods,” Ma 
said. “They walked through a lot of different scenarios 
to get the job done.”

The Result:
With ihouse’s help, Omni no longer relies on 
ineffective paper-based processes. Employees now 
have benefits with a dedicated call center and 
access to a web portal that integrates smoothly into 
Omni’s HR workflow. Ma now considers ihouse 
an indispensable partner, helping her fast-growing 
company overcome complicated challenges and 
address last-minute needs. “I plan to use ihouse as 
much as I can. They come through for me every 
single time,” Ma said.
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